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I. Introduction
1. Introduction to the Oakland Western Gateway Portal:
Oakland’s sustained viability is essential to the Pittsburgh region’s long-term viability. As the third largest
employment center in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and a regional destination, Oakland is currently
home to a number of nationally renowned museums, and cultural, educational, and medical institutions.
While the neighborhood’s many resources make it an attractive place to live, work and play, many have
pointed to out that Oakland is also in need of improvements. Institutional expansion and changing
demographics have created growing pains for the neighborhood and these have detracted from Oakland’s
overall image.
Seeking to reverse this negative perception by creating a symbol of Oakland’s economic vitality, the primary
objective of the Oakland Western Gateway Portal Urban Design Context Study was to find ways of improving
highly visible and underutilized properties at Oakland’s western edge. Strategic for neighborhood and
regional economic revitalization, the properties are among the few large remaining areas in Oakland
available for new redevelopment. As such they present a prime opportunity to build on Oakland’s
institutional strengths and secure the neighborhood’s position as center for technology, medicine, research,
education and the arts.
While the Oakland Portal is a primary entry point into Oakland’s residential, medical, educational, and
cultural districts, the current configuration of buildings and streets has seriously limited development
potential for the numerous parcels. The sites are constrained by topography, inadequate access, and a ring
of high volume traffic arteries. As a result, properties on the Portal sites have remained largely vacant for
the past thirty plus years and this has contributed to the Western Gateway Portal’s physical deterioration.
Situated approximately two and a half miles from downtown, a half-mile from University of Pittsburgh and
one mile from Carnegie Mellon University Campus, the Oakland Portal is important from both a citywide
point of view and from a neighborhood point of view. Several sites in the study area form the gateway
entrance to Oakland and are highly visible from the South Side and Downtown. Much of the study area
is located in close proximity to local institutions such as Magee-Women’s Hospital, UPMC, and Carlow
College. In many instances, the portal properties buffer these institutions from the adjacent residential
communities.
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2. Participants and Process:
In February 2002, Pfaffmann + Associates was selected by the Oakland Planning and Development
Corporation to undertake an urban design context study to develop site design concepts for the Portal
Area. These site concepts would be used to increase access to the Portal sites and address the physical
deterioration of the parcels. As part of this process they would create a symbolic and architectural vision
of Oakland’s gateway portal.
The planning process included a series of meetings with the Oakland Planning and Development
Corporation’s project Steering Committee, Oakland community members, and individual community
and institutional stakeholders. Listed on the adjacent page, the Steering Committee was comprised of
institutional and individual landowners, community groups, and local community design and planning
officials. Trans Associates, a transportation engineering consultant for the Pfaffmann + Associates team,
provided key input on traffic planning issues for the study area.
A number of earlier planning studies provided valuable background analysis for the Portal Area and the
surrounding context of Oakland. They are referred to in the appendix. Wherever possible, the Oakland
Western Gateway Portal Urban Design Context Study built upon the analysis and recommendations of
these studies. The recommendations from the 1998 Oakland Improvement Strategy and the 1992 Public
Corridors of Oakland Study were of particular assistance in this regard.
The main focus of the study, however, was to generate a vision for the Western Gateway Portal and provide
the supporting data and analysis for this vision. Outlined in the table of contents, and incorporated
in this report as a the final set of work products, these vision documents are comprised of a number
of perspectives and architectural drawings that paint a picture for the project area. They are aimed at
generating interest and excitement in the project. They include a budget, and studies of development and
parking capacity, analytic documents to test the feasibility of the above plan. By providing a phasing plan
and by generating a bullet list of action items, this report puts forward an implementation strategy for the
designs.
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3. Study Focus and Objectives
One of the early tasks was to identify design and development goals that would shape the planning process
and provide a framework to build consensus. While interrelated, the development and design goals differ
in scale and scope. The development goals address larger questions concerning land use, and vision for
the Oakland Portal. The design goals are more specific in scope and provide design principles to support
the overall development concept. Described below, both sets of goals highlight the concerns of the
participants in the study process and provide a framework for recommendations.
Development Goals:
a. Increase access to the portal sites for commuter, transit, service and pedestrian traffic.
One of the major impediments to development of the Western Gateway Portal has been the lack of parking,
and overall access to the North and South Portal sites. There are steep grade differentials across these
sites that complicate access through and parking within the site. A series of high speed, high velocity
roads surround the site and complicate access further.
Resolving the critical issue of how to access the site is essential to any development plans for the Oakland
Portal. Not only must the sites be able to be accessed by cars and provide adequate parking for any new
development, they must also improve pedestrian links to and through the development sites. Moreover,
the Western Gateway Portal sites are adjacent to major public and private transit corridors and thus must
fit into these complex urban contexts. Finally, the sites must adequately contend with service access as
new development will require entrances for deliveries, trash, and building services.
b. Create flexible configurations of parcels for portal sites to respond to development and programmatic needs.
Almost all of the development sites mentioned earlier are comprised of smaller parcels that are owned
individually. In several of the sites, the property lines and parcel configurations make accessing the sites
even more difficult. This has discouraged optimal site redevelopment and has contributed to the current
state of disinvestment and underutilization.
A major development goal is to reconfigure property lines, and parcels to take advantage of the site’s large
development capacity. By working together, property owners would be able to address common problems
of access and parking. The North Portal Site, in particular, requires special attention in this regard, as it
has many owners and the most difficult access issues.
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c. Provide flexible capacity for office, laboratory, hospitality, and possibly housing and retail. Mixed uses are to
be encouraged.
Developing a program for all new development was a central component of the Urban Design Context
Study. A series of meetings with community leaders, and OPDC Steering Committee members helped
to focus the programming for the study. From these discussions it became clear that not all of the five
development sites should support the same level of development. Some sites should be redeveloped
extensively while others would be better if minimum intervention ensued. The planning team was charged
with recommending both the type or use, and the appropriate level of development for each of the five
sites.
From the outset it was determined that commercial space was desirable. With Class-A office space
vacancy at less than one percent, and a burgeoning demand for research and medical space, Oakland
currently has very little available commercial space for new or existing companies. At the same time,
major institutions such as UPMC, Magee-Women’s Hospital, and the University of Pittsburgh are in close
proximity to the portal, and continue to expand. The Western Gateway Portal sites also have the potential
to capture much of this spillover development from nearby institutions.
The strong presence of institutional uses also creates a potential for institution-serving spaces to develop
on some of the study sites. This might include businesses that serve the institutions directly as well
as spin-off enterprises, such as research facilities, incubators, or technology companies. Temporary
housing or hospitality uses, such as a hotel or conference center would also support these institutions.
By encouraging mixed-use development, it is anticipated that any new development would also provide
amenities for the nearby residential communities in the form of employment opportunities, open space
amenities, and supporting retail.
d. Strengthen residential areas through responsible commercial development.
Maintaining vital and attractive residential neighborhoods is essential to Oakland’s future growth and
vitality. Without them, Oakland will be less attractive as a major commercial and employment center.
While it is quite apparent, especially in central Oakland, that the housing stock has suffered serious
decline in the past several decades, recent housing studies have determined that there is a specific
market niche for middle income housing throughout all of Oakland. Taking steps to encourage diverse
resident populations, including homeowners and renters, students and families, will maintain Oakland as a
cosmopolitan urban center.
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The planning team was asked to create new commercial development that would be sensitive to existing
residential neighborhoods. If implemented thoughtfully, new buildings at Oakland’s Western Gateway
Portal would strengthen neighborhood edges through architectural articulation. Mixed-use development
in particular, would provide much needed amenities and services to the existing communities. Human
scaled architectural elements, sound traffic engineering and an intelligent parking plan would address
neighborhood concerns about parking, and improve the pedestrian environment.
e. Establish gateway portal as an anchor for Oakland’s western edge.
The strategic location of Oakland’s Western Gateway Portal presents a unique opportunity to create a
highly visible arrival point in and out of Oakland from downtown. This articulated portal will create a
symbol of revitalization, and it will provide a strong ‘bookend’ anchor for development along the Fifth and
Forbes Corridor. Such an anchor would likely encourage improvements in other derelict and underutilized
properties along Fifth and Forbes Avenues.
f. Provide parking for new and possibly existing development.
Throughout all of Oakland, parking and traffic congestion are major planning concerns. Any proposed
development in the Western Gateway Portal will at a minimum need to accommodate parking for the new
development. Ideally a proposed parking facility would also be able to provide some additional parking
capacity to decrease parking demand from other sites.
g. Integrate transportation planning into development alternatives; explore the possibility of an intermodal
facility.
As the Western Gateway Portal is adjacent to several major public transportation corridors, the team was
encouraged to link future transportation planning into new developments for the site. Bus and light rail
service was to be considered, as was the possibility of developing an intermodal transportation facility
on the development parcel. By providing a space for commuters to park their cars and switch to public
transportation, such a facility could reduce traffic congestion in the larger Oakland area.
h. Design high-quality buildings that respond to location, program, and context-- buildings that are compatible
with the past and looking forward to the future.
The final development goal for the Western Gateway Portal was to encourage the creation of good
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architecture. Without high quality buildings to support the overall development, the best urban design
proposals are bound to fall flat. The team was charged with developing a set of recommendations for
architecture that was sensitive to site, program, and the surrounding urban context. They must respect
existing historical fabric and scale. This architecture would acknowledge the past while looking to the
future.
Architectural and Site Design Goals:
Listed below, the architectural and site design goals were created in conjunction with the overall
development goals. They emerged out of a series of planning meetings and discussions with community
groups and property owners. They reflect the overall goal of creating vital urban spaces. Many have been
alluded to in the above discussions.
a. Create a distinguished point of entry to the Oakland area from Downtown.
b. Address the physical deterioration and underutilization of development sites.
c. Create a symbol of Oakland’s economic and cultural significance.
d. Take advantage of the unique view corridors to and from Portal Sites.
e. Improve pedestrian links across Boulevard of the Allies, Craft Avenue, Fifth/Forbes Avenues
f. Address streetscape and deterioration along Boulevard of the Allies.
g. Develop compatible, creative integration of existing billboards into designs.
h. Whenever possible, reuse older structures for their unique architectural and industrial character.

11

Proposed Site Plan
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Outline Recommendations
The major recommendations of the Oakland Western Gateway Portal Study are outlined below. They are
described in detail in the Recommendation Section of this planning report.

North and South Portal Sites
1: Create new through access at McDevitt Street.
2: Vacate the utilities right of way at Maurice Street.
3: Develop courtyard parking for the North Portal site.
4: Concentrate new building development on the North and South Portal sites.
5: Limit light industrial/manufacturing usage to parcels north of Fifth Avenue.
6: Develop a series of building massing options to respond to different parcel configurations:
7. Eliminate single-family houses on the site, and wherever possible incorporate mixed-use housing.
8. Develop South Portal to include new research facilities and hospitality.

Boulevard of the Allies Sites
1: Vacate Craft Place between Craft Avenue and the Boulevard of the Allies.
2. Extend park spaces into Oakland by creating new pocket parks.
3: Provide new street tree plantings along the Boulevard of the Allies.
4. Establish new pedestrian crosswalks along the Boulevard of the Allies.
5. Create new planted median along the Boulevard of the Allies:
6. Develop new office space and housing on the Peugeot dealership site.
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II. Existing Conditions: Opportunities and Constraints
1. Opportunity and Constraints Introduction
Examining the Oakland Western Gateway Portal through a series of analytical lenses helped the Pfaffmann
+ Associates team understand the complexity of a multifaceted urban area. It also helped to identify key
areas for design intervention and the inherent challenges associated with them. Developing a thorough
understanding of the opportunities and constraints in key planning areas was essential for a wellconsidered, feasible and creative urban design proposal.
For analysis and discussion the study area was divided into five development sites: North Portal, South
Portal, Gulf, Church, and Isaly’s. These are highlighted in yellow and called out on the Study Area and
Zoning Plan. Varying in size, relative location and development capacity, they are described in two main
groups below:
Portal Sites: The North and South Portal Sites are large, irregularly shaped areas bounded by Fifth Avenue,
Craft Avenue and the Boulevard of the Allies. With an areas 8.5 acres and 3.7 acres respectively, the North
and South Portals are the largest development sites in the study. They comprise the entirety of Oakland’s
western edge and contain a number of smaller parcels within them. Across both Portal sites there are
dramatic changes in topographic elevation.
Boulevard of the Allies Sites: The Church, Gulf and Isaly’s sites all border the Boulevard of the Allies and
form the edge between the institutions north of the Boulevard and the Oakcliffe residential neighborhood
to the south. With square footages of 2.9 acres, 1.5 acres and 3.6 acres respectively, the sites are smaller
in developable area than the Portal Sites. However, they face onto a large section of Boulevard of the
Allies Streetscape. The appearance of these sites thus has a dramatic visual impact on the overall image
of the Boulevard between the Forbes Allies Bridge and the Bates Street intersection. Across their length,
the Boulevard of the Allies sites traverse approximately one half mile of street face between the Forbes
Allies Bridge and the intersection with Bates Street.

2. Property Ownership and Building Opportunities and Constraints:
The Study Area and Zoning Plan shows that the five development parcels contain a number of individual
and institutional landowners. Currently configured, the property ownership configurations and lot lines
make new development difficult on many of the sites. As part of the overall opportunities and constraints
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analysis, it was important to understand who owned properties in each development site, the level of
investment each landowner had in this property, and the willingness of the owner to sell this property or
reconfigure their lot lines to accommodate new development.
��
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�� �����buildings in the study area, one goal of the opportunities and constraints analysis was
With over thirty-six
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currently used for staging, production and assembly. The property to the north of Fifth Avenue houses
several storage and production buildings. The property to the South of Fifth Avenue contains space
for outdoor billboard staging, shop space, production space, offices, and underground parking facility
and repair shop to service their fleet of vehicles. The company has recently purchased a number of
vacant properties in the triangular wedge between Fifth Avenue and Maurice Street and has started to
demolish these structures. Currently in the programming stages for its new headquarters, Lamar may
be looking to relocate its facilities to another site in the city.
The Lamar Headquarters building has a rich history and architecturally expressive colonial revival
facade. The site of the building once served as a school for prominent Pittsburghers, and the current
building was once used as a Jewish community center and auditorium. It is eligible for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places. While the building’s interior has been dramatically altered,
and the structure’s orientation does not take advantage of the views, the building is a good candidate
for adaptive reuse.
2. Stuckart Garage
Adjacent to the Lamar Properties along Fifth Avenue, is
a towing garage and surface parking lot owned by James
Stuckert. This property is used largely for vehicle storage
and as a base of operations for the towing company.
From site observations, the towing garage appears to
be used infrequently. The property owners have been
contacted and appear willing to sell. The building on the
site is of little architectural merit, a good candidate for
demolition.
3. Billiards Supply Building: Sound Capital
Next along Fifth Avenue is a former billiards supply
building owned by Sound Capital. Representatives
of this firm have participated in the planning process
as Steering Committee Members. The owners of the
building are invested in keeping the structure and plan
to create a sports medicine facility for UPMC. Aware of
the planning process, they also appear open to new site
development.
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The Sound Capital Building is an attractive brick building with exposed timber framing inside. It has an
attractive facade, distinctive signage on the exterior, and a comfortable urban street presence. Overall,
the building is a good candidate for adaptive reuse.
4. Dialysis Center: DCI Incorporated
The former MRI facility occupies the corner of Fifth and
Craft Avenues. The large one-story building currently is
used as an outpatient dialysis clinic. The property contains
a surface parking lot used for visitors and staff. The owner
of the property, Dialysis Clinic Inc., is located in Nashville,
Tennessee. DCI is a non-profit organization that is affiliated
with UPMC. Little is known about the owner of the building and DCI’s willingness to redevelop the
property.
No longer used as a NMR facility, the Dialysis Building is suburban in scale and character. There is little
engagement of the building with the street. The surface parking lot makes inefficient use of the site,
creating an unsafe mid-block driveway. The building does not utilize its full development capacity, and
prevents other buildings from being developed on the North Portal. The building is a good candidate for
demolition.
5 & 6 Residences: University of Pittsburgh & Private
There are several private residences located on the North
Portal properties. One is located at the corner of Forbes and
Craft Avenues. Formerly owned by a university professor,
the University of Pittsburgh currently owns the parcel. The
University of Pittsburgh has participated in the Planning
Process on the Steering Committee and appears open to
new development on the property. However, there is deed
restriction associated with the property whose ramifications
must be investigated further.
There are also three private residences located in the center
of the site that are accessed from Maurice Street. Presently
two of the houses are rented, and one is owner occupied.
The owners of these properties were contacted over a year
ago, and appear willing to sell at a fair market rate.
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The four residential structures are in good condition and generally well maintained. Their location,
however, is out of scale and character with the rest of the surrounding area, and clearly not the highest
and best use for the site. A good case could be made for their removal.
7. UPMC Warehouse:
Along Forbes Avenue, there are several large brick
warehouse buildings. One is located near the intersection
of Forbes Avenue and McDevitt Street and is owned by
UPMC. The building is currently vacant. Representatives
from UPMC have participated on the Steering Committee.
Presently there are no plans for the building and the owners
have indicated that the property will be available for new
development.
The UPMC building is currently vacant and deteriorating. It has a wedge shaped back wall that
projects into the back of the site and this makes the building potentially unfriendly to new neighbors.
The building has an attractive industrial scale and character and a fitting relationship to the street.
While not necessarily a building to be kept, it is an acceptable candidate for adaptive reuse.
8. Buncher Company
The Buncher Company owns the large warehouse next to
the UPMC building. The building, also, is vacant. While
an owner’s representative has attended several meetings
with the Steering Committee, the company’s plans for
the building are not known at this time. Preliminary
conversations indicated that the building is not sound
structurally, and that there are no new plans for the
property. This means that the property may be available for
redevelopment.
While it does not offer much architectural detail, the Buncher Building does have an attractive set
of stairs, an industrial brick facade, and a humane scale. Little is known about the history of the
building. While the building’s character make a case for adaptive reuse, it must be first verified
whether the building’s foundations are structurally sound. There are no outward signs of structural
problems at the time of this report.
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9. Forbes-Allies Building: Americo
The Forbes-Allies building is the final North Portal
site building. Located at the corner of Forbes and the
Boulevard, the building was recently purchased by a
company named Americo. Schindler Elevator presently
occupies the building. While the owner has been contacted,
the plans for the building have not been discussed.
Originally a three-story building built after the Boulevard
of the Allies in the 1930’s, the Forbes Allies Building was intensively renovated in 1988. The new
renovation is not of the greatest architectural character, and, currently it is not in the best condition.
This building could possibly be renovated, though a good case could be made for its removal as part of
a larger development proposal.
10. Carlow College:
While not included in the study area, Carlow College
owns two large properties adjacent to the North Portal
Site. They have recently built the A.J. Palumbo Hall of
Science and Technology, Carlow College and are looking
to connect their upper campus with this building. To
do this they have proposed a new academic building
and student center on the surface parking lot at the
intersection of Craft and Forbes Avenues. The proposed building will provide a vertical link through
this building to connect their upper and lower campus.
11. South Portal Properties
On the South Portal site, Lamar owns an irregularly
shaped property that contains several billboards and a
small building that has been converted to a car rental
company. The small building once served as a fast food
restaurant. While recently repainted, the building is not
in keeping with the overall image of the Boulevard of the
allies, and is a good candidate for demolition.
At the intersection of Forbes Avenue and McDevitt Place,
Magee-Women’s hospital also owns a small vacant rectangular parcel of land. Both owners appear
willing to see new development on the site.
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12. Magee Research Institute:
Magee-Women’s Hospital is planning to renovate their
building on Craft Avenue, and construct a new wing for
their Research Institute Building. The new five-story
wing will be built on top of the mechanical units that run
along Forbes Avenue. Similar to the new PNC facility on
First Avenue, the new building will feature an expressed
glass stair tower, with buff brick and aluminum panel.
In its current state, the existing Magee Building is in
deteriorating condition and not of the best architectural character. While it should not be removed, it
is in need of renovation.
13. Playhouse Square Complex:
With its interesting classical revival architecture and street facade, the Playhouse Square Complex
adds a dynamic use as well as a pedestrian friendly presence to Craft Avenue. The building once
served as a synagogue. Eligible for inclusion on the National Register the building is a good candidate
for preservation and should not be demolished.
14. Hampton Inn:
While it has a rather unattractive appearance and is
not properly oriented to take advantage of the views,
the eight-story hotel building is one of the few hotels
available in Oakland. The use of the building is not likely
to change, nor is the building likely to be replaced. The
building is a good candidate, however, for overall facade
and entrance improvements.
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Church Site Properties (South of the Boulevard of the Allies):
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and the Boulevard of the Allies there is an automobile
repair shop owned by Phillip Corblitz. The site is currently
in use, and the land is largely used for vehicle storage.
redevelopment.
2. Paper Supply Building:
Near the Boulevard of the Allies Bridge is a former paper
supply building owned by Harvey and Lenora Light.
Formerly a gas station, the building recently has been
converted into a church. The building was built around
1929 and has had numerous alterations. No evidence of
the building’s former use exists. The building is in poor
to fair condition and it is not eligible for inclusion in the
national register.
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3 & 4. Fagnelli Plumbing, St. Hyacinth Church:
Directly adjacent to this building is the Fagnelli
Plumbing Supply building that is currently occupied. St
Hyacinth Church is located along the Boulevard between
Hamlet Street and Craft Place; the church is currently
functioning. Both buildings are in good shape and are
likely to remain in their current location.
5. Peugeot Dealership:
Across the street at the intersection of Craft Place
and the Boulevard of the Allies, is the former Peugeot
dealership that is currently vacant. The dealership
property has recently changed owners and plans are being
made to tear the building down and build new offices and
housing on the site. The building is in poor condition,
and it should likely be removed and replaced.
Gulf Site:
There are two major parcels on the Gulf Site. The first is
a neighborhood service station, which is likely to remain.
The second property contains an elegant building from
the 1920’s that was used as a research laboratory. The
Gulf Building is owned by Magee-Women’s Hospital and
contains offices and a day care facility. A former site of
a laboratory for Gulf, the building is a well preserved art deco landmark that is in good condition. The
building is eligible for inclusion in the National Register and should be preserved.
Isaly’s Site
The Isaly’s site is entirely owned by Magee-Women’s
hospital. While the site once served as a neighborhood
ice cream and soda shop, it is now used as office space
for Magee-Women’s Hospital. There is a large surface
parking lot on the site that is used by hospital employees.
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The one building on the site is a 1920’s era exterior glazed terra cotta art deco building. A landmark
institution, the building is in good condition and is eligible for inclusion in the National Register. The
building certainly should be preserved and future uses of the building might also attempt to restore
ground floor food service or retail.

3. Zoning Opportunities and Constraints
Responding to the need for more specific and flexible zoning regulations, the City of Pittsburgh Department
of Planning recently developed a number of changes to the zoning code. These included the creation of
several new Public Realm Districts, a move intended to identity and strengthen areas in Pittsburgh with a
unique and citywide significance. The changes have been approved by City Council and have been signed
by the mayor.
The Oakland Public Realm District was thus
developed to provide regulations for the growth
of Oakland in an effort to preserve the mixed-use
nature of the community and enhance the sense of
place within Oakland’s public areas. The zoning
regulations include four sub-districts, one of which
is OPR-D, the Boulevard of the Allies sub-district.
With a few minor exceptions, such as the site of the
Peugeot Dealership that is zoned both OPD-D and
R1A-VH residential, the entire Oakland Western
Gateway Portal Sites is zoned OPR-D.
Allowing institutional as well as higher density residential development, the proposed OPR-D regulations
permit a wide variety of uses and a relatively high density of development. Maximum building heights are
set at 60 feet (80 feet with special exception), and the maximum floor area ratio is 4:1 (5:1 if located
within 1500 feet of a Major Transit Facility). The purpose of these new regulations is to encourage the
redevelopment of the Boulevard of the Allies as a grand urban boulevard and to create an attractive
entrance to Oakland from Downtown. They also specifically mention that new development along the
Boulevard of the Allies should promote safe pedestrian passage across the Boulevard of the Allies.
The new zoning regulations create a number of opportunities for development of a considerable scale and
with a wide range of uses. By this study’s estimates, it opens up approximately one million square feet of
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space that can be used as offices, research, hospitality, medical or institutional uses. It also creates the
opportunity to vastly improving the image of Oakland’s Western edge by establishing large-scale buildings
of quality design.

4. Traffic and Transportation
Throughout all of Oakland, the issue of managing traffic has become of prime concern. Over the past
several decades, the area has become increasingly congested and this has spawned a number of studies
to address problems created by the volume of traffic and the scarcity of parking. The explosive growth of
Oakland’s surrounding medical and educational institutions has contributed to the congestion in the area.
From the standpoint of traffic, Oakland is both a thoroughfare and an end destination. Each day, over
40,000 commuters make their way into Oakland. Fifth and Forbes Avenues each carry 25,000 cars daily
and the Boulevard of the Allies carries 24,000 cars daily. While a certain percentage of cars pass through
Oakland on their way to Downtown Pittsburgh, most are accessing points in and around Oakland. The
one-way street configurations and high volume traffic along the Fifth and Forbes complicate access to the
Western Gateway Portal sites in particular. As such, traffic constraints are a major design constraint in
developing a strategy for the Portal Sites.
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Recent Developments:
Currently underway, the Forbes Allies “Gateway Bridge” Project, will impact significantly the Western
Gateway Portal. The project will close the counter-flow lane down Forbes Avenue (eliminating two-way
traffic along Forbes Avenue), and redirect access
onto Interstate 376 and the Boulevard of the Allies
through the construction of a new on-ramp at Fifth
Avenue. The new Forbes Allies Bridge will be
straightened out to permit traffic to flow more freely
onto the Boulevard of the Allies. The project will
also affect the configuration of the intersection at
Robinson Street, and at this time the final designs
for this intersection are not known.
Public Transportation:
The Fifth and Forbes corridor is also the major public transportation spine for Oakland and for zoning
purposes, stops along this corridor are considered a Major Transit Facility. While a number of busses go
through Oakland to other destinations, the area also serves as a point of terminus for a large number of
busses from the East End communities. Buses use the intersection of Robinson Street and Fifth Avenue
as a turnaround and this has resulted in a large, open, ambiguous intersection.
While presently the bus service is the only form of public transportation available to the area, several
planning studies have explored the possibility of bringing a light rail system through Oakland. This rail
system, or spine line, could possibly run above or under Fifth Avenue, or on the hill along O’Hara Street. It
presents the opportunity to integrate transportation planning into the Western Gateway Portal Study with
the creation of a light rail or bus transit stop.
The Port Authority of Allegheny County is looking
to implement a number of larger Bus Rapid
Transportation Stations in the Oakland Transit
Corridor. Intended to provide shelter, bus arrival
times, ticketing, and smart card functions for PAAC,
these large scaled bus ‘super-stations’ have been
designed to resemble train stations, and to improve
service through the Oakland Corridor.
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Pedestrian Links:
The high speed and high volume of traffic have contributed
to unfriendly pedestrian environments in much of the study
area. The lack of pedestrian access across the Boulevard
of the Allies in particular has been a prime concern of
residents of the Oakcliffe neighborhood, and workers of
Magee-Women’s Hospital. Several recent accidents involving pedestrians trying to cross the Boulevard
of the Allies have added to this concern. On the part of the residents, there is a desire to calm traffic as
it crosses the Forbes Allies Bridge and enters the residential communities. For the employees of MageeWomen’s Hospital who park on the South portion of the Boulevard of the Allies, providing safe places for
its workers to cross is of vital importance.
Similar concerns for pedestrian safety arise along the Fifth and Forbes Corridor, where Carlow College and
Lamar have expressed interest in the safety of their workers and students who must cross Fifth Avenue to
access facilities. Both organizations have properties that are split by Fifth Avenue. Workers and students
must navigate a dangerous crossing daily. The safety concerns of all these institutions have led to a
number of requests for overhead pedestrian bridges, a move that is opposed by the Department of City
Planning. The intersection of Robinson Street and Fifth Avenue is another area with dangerous pedestrian
connections. Residents from West Oakland cross the intersection regularly to access public transportation.
They face an intersection that has been widened to accommodate the PAT bus turnaround.
While overhead pedestrian walkways that block significant views and detract from vital street life may not
be the best way of solving the solution of pedestrian access, they point to the significance of the issue.
Improving access along Craft Avenue, across the Boulevard of the Allies, and across the Fifth and Forbes
Transit Corridor is an essential opportunity and constraint.
Parking:
With the growth of the universities and health care facilities in Oakland, there has been increased demand
for parking throughout all of Oakland. While UPMC is in the process of constructing a new parking facility
and Magee-Women’s hospital has recently constructed an underground parking garage, parking demand
still exceeds supply.
Lamar Outdoor Advertising and Magee-Women’s currently maintain surface parking on several of the
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Gateway Portal sites. Lamar’s operations center contains surface parking in vacant lots and in the right
of way along Fifth Avenue. Their facilities also contain underground parking for their fleet of vehicles.
In total there is demand for parking approximately 150 vehicles. Magee uses portions of the Gulf and
Isaly’s buildings for surface parking. The Gulf site employs approximately 30 staff members and has
approximately 54 surface parking spaces. The Isaly’s site employs approximately 160 staff members and
has parking to accommodate approximately 325 vehicles.
Magee, Carlow College, and Lamar have all expressed interest in using parking that might be developed
for the site, and this presents and opportunity to capitalize on any excess parking capacity that might be
available. Carlow College alone anticipates the need for 500 additional spaces. Magee has also expressed
an interest in moving workers from the surface parking lots to a safer location. While it is likely that any
new development for the Portal Sites will not generate excess parking capacity, they may instead provide
temporary occupancy for new developments.

5: Utilities Opportunities and Constraints.
The presence of a major utilities right of way along Maurice Street poses a significant design challenge
for redeveloping the North Portal site. The street and the utilities right of way bisects the North Portal on
angle creating a large and difficult to access parcel of land bounded by Fifth, Craft, and Forbes Avenues.
In order to understand the implications of relocating this utilities right of way, it is first necessary to
describe the existing utilities in the area, and discuss options for their relocation.
Water and Sewer:
Maps of water and sewer service in the area indicate that that there is a 36” sanitary line and a 15”
storm line running through the utilities right of way along Maurice Street. The sanitary line appears to
be servicing the residences on Robinson Street as well as the commercial district on 5th Avenue. A 6”
water line servicing the residences along Maurice Street and the Forbes-Allies Building is also shown on
the Pittsburgh Sewer and Water Authority maps.
Pittsburgh Sewer and Water Authority has indicated that it would permit these sanitary and storm water
run-off lines to be relocated if a suitable location could be found for a new utilities right of way. They
have indicated that the best locations for this would be underneath an extension to McDevitt Place, or in
the area alongside the Boulevard of the Allies Bridge, (the area that is currently used as an on-ramp for
the Boulevard of the Allies).
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In the event that the residential units on Maurice Street were demolished, the water lines to that area
would not need to be replaced. Depending on the size and the configuration of new development, the
existing 6” water service line could serve as the point of water service for any new development that
occurs on the North Portal site.
Gas Utilities:
Maps from Equitable Gas show that a major gas line runs through the site along the utilities right of way at
Maurice Street. This line appears to provide service to the residential areas north along Robinson as well
as the Fifth Avenue Corridor. Dominion People’s Gas shows a 3” service line that connects to the existing
residences on the site.

6: Topography and View Corridors.
In addition to the system of traffic and roads that complicate
access to the Oakland Portal, there are a number of
geographic and topographic constraints affecting the Oakland
Gateway Portal. At its western edge, the Oakland Portal site
is situated on a steep hillside that overlooks Second Avenue
and the Monongahela River Valley. There are spectacular views that border this edge, and this creates an
exciting opportunity to build spaces that command an impressive view of the city. Views are also a design
consideration along the Fifth and Forbes corridor. As one enters Oakland from downtown there is an
impressive view of the Cathedral of Learning as one proceeds up Forbes Avenue. As one returns Downtown
along Fifth Avenue, once again, the view over the river valley appears to one’s left.
Between Fifth Avenue and Forbes Avenue there is a change in elevation of approximately 35’, on the North
Portal Site. Indicated as a set of green contours on the Opportunities and Constraints Diagram, this grade
change bisects the North Portal Site diagonally, limiting building configurations. This grade change also
limits the location of through access roads.
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View from the Boulevard of the Allies looking west

View of Second Avenue from Fifth Avenue

View up Fifth Avenue looking east.
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View from the Boulevard of the Allies looking west

View from Fifth Avenue looking west

View of Portal Sites from Birmingham Bridge
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7: Community Concerns:

Residents and community leaders in Oakland were involved throughout the planning process, and provided
key input on a number of planning issues. Understanding their concerns helped the planning team provide
a balanced approach to planning, one that took into account a variety of interests. Community concerns
shaped the design and development goals for the urban design context study. In doing this, they formed
an important opportunity and constraint for the design thinking.
The desire to improve pedestrian access across the Boulevard of the Allies was one of the most frequently
voiced community concerns. For community residents, slowing traffic entering the neighborhood and
improving the pedestrian connections back to the Central Oakland were essential quality of life issues.
The Boulevard intersections at Craft Avenue, and Hamlet Street, were of particular importance, as they
formed primary entrance points for the Oakcliffe residents. At these points, the residents expressed a
desire for pedestrian cross walks.
Another major concern of community residents was the general encroachment of institutional uses into
the neighborhood. For the Oakcliffe residents, the Boulevard of the Allies was an important dividing line
between institutional and residential use. And while there were a number of institutional functions to the
32

south of the Boulevard of the Allies, community residents expressed concern about the over-development
of the Gulf and Isaly’s sites in particular. They felt these sites would be better if filled with neighborhood
uses such as schools or daycare facilities. For this reason the site of the Peugeot dealership was of
particular concern to the residents. Residents expressed an interest in maintaining residential units on the
portion of the site that faced into the neighborhood.
There was also a desire on the part of residents, for more stores and neighborhood amenities. Expressing
the sentiment that they enjoyed living in an urban environment, community members desired new retail
that would support residential uses. Food markets, produce markets, coffee shops, bakeries, and dry
cleaners were desirable uses.
Finally, while residents, in general, seemed open to the idea of new development taking place on the
North and South Portal sites, they also expressed concerns over the quality of design, and its ability to be
accessed by the general public. In particular, dark and foreboding architecture was seen as undesirable
from an aesthetic point of view. In contrast, the new development on the North Portal sites should be
‘friendly’ and open to pedestrians. Many expressed interest in the potential of new development to
connect the Oakcliffe neighborhood and the West Oakland neighborhoods.

8: Outdoor Advertising:
As mentioned earlier, Lamar Outdoor Advertising owns a large number of parcels in the study area. They
also maintain a sizable number of billboards on study area properties. The exceptional visibility of the
sites makes them desirable places for outdoor advertising. For this reason, billboards form an unusual
design constraint for the planning proposal.
While Lamar Outdoor advertising has expressed some flexibility in the type and number of billboards
on the site, it is likely that outdoor advertising signage will need to be integrated into any new building
construction proposed for the site. This creates an opportunity for creative proposals that can integrate
advertising spaces into buildings and site design. In this regard, Lamar Outdoor advertising has expressed
a keen interest in working with developers and architects to come up with innovative design solutions that
are in keeping with the vision of Oakland as a center of creativity.
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Perspective sketch from the Boulevard of the Allies Bridge looking east
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III. Recommended Strategies
A. North and South Portal Sites
1: Create new through access at McDevitt Street:
Before buildings could be planned for the North Portal site, the constraints of site access and parking
needed to be solved. Several solutions to the problem of through site access were explored and discussed
in early discussions with the community leaders and the Project Steering Committee. From the start, it
was recognized that a road or driveway connecting Fifth the Forbes Avenues would be required. Early
ideas included: a new bridge over Forbes at McDevitt Place, rebuilding the vacated I-376 slip ramp to
connect Fifth to Forbes, and using a parking structure to provide through access and negotiate the grade.
Out of this range of options, two solutions emerged. The first was to re-grade Maurice Street to reconnect
the lower and upper portions of the street. The second was to provide a new road or access driveway to
connect McDevitt Place at Forbes Avenue and Robinson Street at Fifth Avenue.
Drawn in the Redevelopment Plan C, the option of providing through access at Maurice Street proved
technically feasible but less than fully optimal. Linking lower and upper Maurice Streets would create
an access road of approximately 10% to 11%. While such a grade is not unmanageable in a hilly city
like Pittsburgh, the resulting street would be awkward, especially for even a moderate volume of traffic.
Directing through site traffic to the intersection of lower Maurice Street and Forbes Avenue presented
another set of problems from an accessibility and safety point of view. The resulting intersection at
lower Maurice and Forbes would be dangerous due to a ‘hidden driveway’ condition and the high speeds
on oncoming automotive traffic along Forbes. Daily traffic counts would not justify signalizing the
intersection.
Extending McDevitt Place through the site proved the preferred means of accessing the North Portal. In
this scenario, the grade difference of approximately 32 feet would result in a through street with grades
between 7% and 8%, still steep but much more comfortable. By intersecting Fifth and Forbes Avenues
perpendicularly, a new through street at McDevitt Place would clean up the geometry of the site and allow
for more regular building footprints. It would also bisect the site roughly in half, providing equal access to
both portions of the North Portal. By permitting two-way access along the entire length of McDevitt Place,
cars would be able to travel eastward and westward.
Analysis by Trans Associates confirmed the feasibility of a McDevitt Place extension, provided that two
35

Parking and Traffic Plan
issues were addressed: First, it would be necessary to signalize the intersection of Fifth Avenue and
Robinson Street so that cars exiting the North Portal Site would be able to enter the intersection safely.
Otherwise any new buildings on the site would have to be set back to allow motorists to observe oncoming
traffic. (The curving intersection of Maurice/Robinson and Fifth Avenue creates a blind spot for drivers
exiting from Maurice.) Based on previous traffic count studies, Trans Associates determined that there was
enough traffic volume to warrant a signal provided that Robinson Street remained two-way. If Robinson
Street were converted to a one-way street, then there would not be enough traffic volume to justify
signaling the intersection. Second, the problem of cross over traffic entering and exiting onto the McDevitt
Place extension would also need to be addressed. This potential conflict takes place when cars attempt to
make a left onto McDevitt as exiting vehicles also turn left onto Forbes Avenue.
Two solutions to the potential conflict at Forbes and McDevitt Street were explored and rejected. One was
the installation of a traffic light at the intersection of McDevitt and Forbes. The second was the creation of
an ‘English System’ entrance onto the Forbes (whereby the cars would enter and exit on the left side of the
street). While a traffic signal at the intersection of Forbes and McDevitt would improve pedestrian access
to the site, and allow cars to exit safely, a signalized intersection would also create queuing problems at
the intersection that could potentially impede the flow of traffic on the Boulevard of the Allies. (Currently
36

traffic backs up from Craft Avenue past the Boulevard of the Allies Bridge.) While the ‘English System’
entrance would allow cars to enter and exit without interference, it has not had a good track record among
drivers in Pittsburgh. A similar application in Pittsburgh was unsuccessful because it tended to create
confusion among drivers, resulting in potentially dangerous traffic conditions.
In the end, it was decided that the issue of ‘crossover’ traffic would be mitigated most successfully if
McDevitt Place were used primarily as a private drive or parking garage entrance rather than a through
public street. In this situation, cars would likely enter and exit onto Forbes as a group at peak hours when
traffic along Forbes was slower. This would minimize instances in which cars would be entering and exiting
onto Forbes at the same time. Finally, limiting access onto McDevitt Street would be keep traffic crossing
the North Portal Site to a minimum, and thwart the creation of a shortcut from Robinson Street to the
Boulevard of the Allies. Ultimately, this would facilitate pedestrian access across the North Portal Site.

2: Vacate the utilities right of way at Maurice Street:
The proposed McDevitt Place Extension creates an opportunity to rethink the major utilities right of way at
Maurice Street. In its current location, this utilities right of way poses a major impediment to new building

Utilities Plan
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development. By bisecting the North Portal on an angle, it drastically limits the area available for new
building development and makes irregularly shaped site footprints. This also prevents a feasible structured
parking solution from occurring on the North Portal Site.
For these reasons the study recommends relocating all sewer, sanitary and gas lines underneath the
proposed McDevitt Street Extension. Shown in the drawing on the preceding page, the new utilities right
of way would run the length of McDevitt Street, and extend along Forbes Avenue to reconnect at lower
Maurice Street. As the sewer and water lines would need to be accessible for service, no structures or
buildings could be built directly on the new utility tunnel. With the proper headroom, however, an outdoor
plaza could bridge the space over the utilities right of way.
The Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority has given preliminary approval for such a relocation. It is
thought that the costs for relocating the 36” sanitary line will be approximately $300 per linear foot. The
costs for relocating the 15” storm run-off line will be approximately $175 per linear foot. Both numbers
include asphalt paving, and thus would be reduced if both lines were installed at the same time.
3: Develop courtyard parking for the North Portal Site:
Providing parking for the North Portal site proved equally challenging due to the many design constraints.
Not only did the garage need to fit into the steep hillside, it also needed to provide adequate on site access
and link up with the surrounding streets. Developing a feasible sequence for new construction was also
important because the garage would have to work with existing buildings that might remain on the site.
Any new garage would need to provide adequate capacity for the existing buildings that might remain and
for all new buildings that would be proposed. It would need to be architecturally fitting, and it would need
to be integrated into the overall site and building development.
While the study team explored a variety of parking garage configurations on the North Portal Site, and
these early designs are shown in the Appendix, the parking garage proposal that attracted the most
attention was the Courtyard Garage. In this option, property lines would be reconfigured to permit a
centralized, three-bay parking structure to be built in the center of the site. This shared parking facility
would be accessible to all of the surrounding buildings but it would require the surrounding landowners
to be flexible about the existing property lines. To make the facility more attractive, and to allow the
courtyard to function as an attractive, inhabitable space, a plaza accessible to grade at the intersection of
Forbes and Craft Avenues would cap the garage.
The Courtyard Parking Scheme would have a number of architectural and planning advantages. First,
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the garage could be implemented in stages (See Parking Plan) and this would allow existing buildings
to remain on site while the first portion of the garage was constructed. Second, the walls for the garage
would be able to form the foundations for new buildings that face onto the garage. This would allow the
garage to be integrated with the proposed building construction. Also, by locating the parking garage
structure in the center of the block, a series of attractive, street-activating buildings would be able to front
the Fifth, Forbes and Craft Avenue streetscapes. Finally, the idea of a protected landscaped courtyard
shared by the surrounding offices, would be an attractive amenity for the development, and a likely selling
point. One could easily envision the space as a place for workers to have lunch outside. It would also be a
protected, safe environment in which researchers would feel safe returning to their cars after hours.

4: Concentrate new building development on the North and South Portal Sites:
With input from the Steering Committee and community leaders, the Study team proposes that new
building development be concentrated on the North and South Portal sites. It also proposes limiting
new building development on the Gulf and Isaly’s sites. This was decided after a series of meetings
with landowning institutions and community leaders who were concerned with the perceived threat of
institutional encroachment into the Oakcliffe neighborhood. By establishing a strong edge of development
along this boundary, the new development was planned to address these concerns. Concentrating
new building development in the Portal Sites will reinforce the dividing line between institutional and
residential use that occurs along the Boulevard of the Allies. Also, it will provide an architecturally fitting
entrance and terminus to Oakland’s Western edge.

5: Limit light industrial/manufacturing usage to parcels north of Fifth Avenue:
The study proposes limiting industrial or manufacturing uses in the central portion of the North Portal, and
relocating existing light manufacturing uses to the parcels north of Fifth Avenue. This recommendation
was developed out of a series of discussions with Steering Committee Members. It was concluded that
despite the fact that currently there are light industrial uses already in the North Portal, these were not
the highest and best uses. Developed properly, new office or research would take better advantage of the
stunning views over the valley; they would also create a denser, and more vital urban environment. The
location of industrial uses creates additional burdens on the infrastructure, especially burdens on the
access roads. It also uses space far less efficiently, and thus decreases overall density and vitality. From
a symbolic point of view, the light manufacturing function represents an old economy use, not entirely in
keeping with Oakland’s image as a center of technological innovation.
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6: Develop a series of building massing options to respond to different parcel configurations:
One of the unknown variables in the planning process for the North and South Portals was the degree to
which the landowning parties involved might work together in redeveloping the North and South Portals.
It led the planning team to develop three Redevelopment Plan Alternatives that considered which parcels
would be available if certain groups of owners redeveloped their properties jointly. As might be expected,
if more owners were willing to demolish their buildings and develop their properties together, a more
comprehensive development would be able to occur on the site. Conversely, if all the buildings were to
remain, there would be a more limited number of available development opportunities.
A. The Full-Site Development Plan
The Full-Site Redevelopment Approach is the most ambitious, and also the preferred plan by members
of the community and the Steering Committee. Optimizing the developable area and the quantity
of parking available for the site, it makes use of the thru access street at McDevitt Place and the
courtyard parking approach described above. The plan calls for a series of four to five story buildings
along Forbes, Fifth, and Craft Avenues. These buildings will match the scale of the surrounding
commercial and institutional buildings and maintain the 60’ height restriction established by the
newly approved Oakland Public Realm Zoning District. Along Fifth Avenue, the new buildings could
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be used as office space. Along Forbes, the buildings could be used as research facilities similar to the
ones that Magee-Women’s Hospital plans to build.
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The architectural character of the low-rise buildings should relate to the street and the pedestrian
scaled environment. The rhythm of the structural bays and the street facades, for example, should be
broken down in scale and not monolithic. While the change in grade along Fifth, Forbes, and Craft
Avenues, prevents continuous ground floor retail, there is an opportunity to locate stores and service
retail at the corners of the buildings. This will contribute to the life and activity of the street and
provide amenities for users of the new buildings.
On the western edge of the site, taller, high-rise
structures would rise up over the Boulevard of
the Allies and command an impressive view
over the river valley. Tall, glassy and intended
to be admired from afar, these new towers
provide a symbolic gateway image for the overall
development. As this tower would exceed the
80’ zoning height restriction, a zoning variance
would be required. The prominent location
View from the Boulevard of the Allies Bridge

of the tower makes it an ideal location for a
conferencing center, hotel, or additional office

space. At the base of the tower, outdoor advertising will be incorporated into the architectural design,
and will provide a sense of street life at the Boulevard of the Allies. In such a location there is an
opportunity to use new LED billboard technology. There is also an opportunity to provide outdoor
terrace space that overlooks the valley at this edge. Stair access to this base can occur along Forbes
Avenue.
In the full-site approach, access to the parking garage, and landscaped courtyard plaza occurs ongrade at the intersection of Forbes and Craft Avenues. Mindful of maintaining adequate pedestrian
connections, this plan also calls for the
implementation of new street tree planting
along Fifth and Forbes Avenues, and improved
crosswalks at the intersections of Forbes and
Craft Avenues, and Forbes and Fifth Avenues.
The development also will provide a pedestrian
link to the new sidewalk planned for the
Boulevard of the Allies Bridge. This will create
pedestrian access from the Boulevard of the
View from the intersection of Forbes and Craft
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Aerial Perspective from Fifth Avenue

Aerial Perspective from Forbes Allies Bridge
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Site Section at proposed McDevitt Street

Cross Section through Courtyard Parking Garage
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SECTION AT FORBES AVENUE
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Allies through to Fifth Avenue, a connection that currently does not exist.
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As the Development Capacity Diagrams show, the Full Site Redevelopment Approach would add

approximately 630,000 SF for new building construction and approximately 1,050 parking spaces.
This would exceed the zoning parking requirement of 616 spaces (with the 50% Oakland Reduction),
��
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�
�� 1.66 spaces per 1,000 SF.
would provide approximately

�

�
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��
���
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�
but fall short of 1,800 spaces required
for a market rate of 3 spaces per 1,000 SF. The new proposal
��

B. The Partial-Site Development Plan:
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The Partial-Site Development Plan is similar to the Full-Site Plan with several notable exceptions.
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It assumes that the newly purchased Forbes-Allies Building and the existing Buncher Building will
���

remain on the site and not be available for redevelopment. In this plan, the courtyard parking garage
��

���

configuration will continue to remain in the center of
buildings will surround the
� the site, and�low-rise
��
�
�
garage on Forbes, Craft, and Fifth Avenues. The existing buildings
��� will be able to connect into the new
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�

� plan assumes��that renovations to these buildings will be
site development at the plaza level. The new
��

made to accommodate this new connection. Also the front facades and streetscapes facing Forbes
Avenue will be renovated to improve the entry experience into Oakland.
While parking counts will remain roughly the same in the Partial Site Development Plan, the amount of
new development square footage decreases to approximately 500,000 SF, a decrease of approximately
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20%. This number does not include any space within the existing Forbes-Allies or Buncher buildings.
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If renovated, these buildings have the potential to contribute an additional 100,000 SF of developable
space to the project.
�

��
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��

� Plan incorporates many of the efficiencies established in the Full Site
The Partial Site Development
���

�
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Development Plan, though there are several drawbacks. Compared with the Full Site Plan there is
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a loss in site development capacity. More importantly, the missing high-rise tower at the western
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edge of the site results in a significant loss of overall visibility for the �
project. The Oakland Portal

�

Development will be less a citywide symbol, and more of a neighborhood development. It will also
mean that the entry sequence from Downtown along Forbes Avenue will be less dramatic, and more

gradual. Finally, there will be fewer opportunities to improve�pedestrian conditions along this lower
portion of the Avenue.
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C. The Infill Development Plan:
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Recognizing that it may be difficult to achieve consensus among the majority of landowning
��

stakeholders on the North Portal, the study team developed a third development approach that
attempted to re-use as many existing buildings on the site as possible. This infill approach integrates
all of the existing buildings into the new development with the exception of the NMR Dialysis Facility
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and four single-family houses. It acknowledges that there are several architectural, and urbanistic
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advantages in integrating new construction
into the existing fabric. There are also sound
ecological and preservation arguments for
adaptive reuse.
The Infill Redevelopment Approach maintains
the existing utilities right of way at Maurice
Street and re-grades the road to connect lower
and upper Maurice Streets. A three-bay parking
garage would front onto Fifth Avenue and
View of infill development along Forbes Ave.

connect back to Fifth Avenue via a driveway to
Maurice Street. This garage would be available

to both new and existing development on the site. Wherever possible, the resulting spaces would be
landscaped to improve the overall attractiveness of the courtyard interior.
The Infill Plan calls for new buildings to be developed along Craft Avenue between Fifth and Forbes
Avenues. Like the earlier proposals, the buildings are to match the scale of the adjacent Carlow
College science building, approximately four to fives stories. The plan also proposes that the existing
Lamar and Sound Capital Buildings get incorporated into a larger building envelope. This might
happen in one of several ways: the facades of the new buildings might remain, and the new buildings
could incorporate them; the facades and the interior shells could remain and get incorporated into new
buildings; or the entire buildings might remain and the new development could connect through to
them.
In terms of development capacity, the infill development approach will create 310,000 SF of new
development square footage. If renovated, the existing buildings will contribute an additional
125,000 SF of space. Approximately 600 parking spaces will be provided in the new parking
garage. This number falls well below the market requirement of 1392 spaces but meets the zoning
requirement of 410 spaces with the 50% Oakland Parking Reduction.
While there would be a number of economic advantages to incorporating existing buildings into the site
plan, there are several major disadvantages to the infill alternative. The most significant is the overall
loss in the total site development capacity. Compared with the full site scheme, there is approximately
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50% less new square footage available in the infill approach (30% less if one takes into consideration
the square footage contribution of the existing buildings.)
There are also several problems of site access. Discussed in detail in the Access Section above, there
are circulation problems associated with connecting lower and upper Maurice Streets. These include
the steepness of the 11% street grade and the dangerous intersection at Lower Maurice and Forbes.
There is also the problem of traffic potentially backing up within the garage. This would occur during
peak hours when cars are already queuing between the Boulevard of the Allies and Craft Avenue.

7. Eliminate single-family houses on the site, and wherever possible incorporate mixed-use housing:
It should be noted that all three planning approaches assume that the three residential buildings in the
center of the North Portal Site will be vacated and demolished for new construction. While regrettable,
it was agreed by community leaders and Steering Committee members alike that the existing residential
uses on the site are anomalous, and not the best location for housing. All due care will be taken to work
with the owners of these properties to ensure proper compensation for the purchase of the properties. Care
should also be taken to ensure that the residents find new housing.
While single family houses on the site were not in keeping with the character of the project, the discussion
raised the possibility of high end, and perhaps temporary housing be developed at the top floors of the
proposed buildings. This housing would be developed for researchers and other professionals working in
the area who might be looking for nearby housing. The planning study does not develop these concepts in
detail, but recommends they be investigated further.

8. Develop South Portal to include new research facilities and hospitality:
While discussion to this point has focused on various design alternatives for the North Portal Sites,
the team developed a set of recommendations for the South Portal. With less available land for
new development, fewer access problems, a less complicated ownership situation, and fewer design
contingencies, the task of developing a planning solution was less difficult. From the outset, discussions
with the Steering Committee and community leaders established that many existing buildings added value
to the neighborhood and thus would remain. These included the Playhouse Square theater complex, the
Magee-Women’s research facility, and the Hampton Inn and Parking Garage.
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The triangle of land bounded by the Boulevard of the
��
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Allies, Forbes Avenue and McDevitt Place was the
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logical site for new development in the South Portal.
The site’s irregular footprint and hillside location
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make it a good candidate for a new hotel. The
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the parcel that takes advantage of the 80’ maximum
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zoning height restriction with special exception.
This tapered building would have a glassy facade
that overlooks the river valley. While the bulk of the
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parking for building will be provided for in the shared
parking garage on the North Portal, a more limited amount of parking will be able to fit into the base of the
�����

���

����
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�

building. A small plaza or landscaped entrance would face onto the Boulevard of the Allies.
�������

The planning study also recommends that a new research building be developed atop the Hampton Inn
Parking Garage. This will extend the footprint set by Magee-Women’s new Research Institute Building
expansion, and potentially connect with the proposed hospitality tower. While engineering work will
need to verify this, preliminary conversations reveal that the Hampton Parking Garage was designed to
accommodate new building construction atop the existing parking deck. If built to a height of seven
stories, the new development would add approximately 230,000 sf of space.

B. Boulevard of the Allies Sites:

eway Portal
• Urban Design Context Study
With most new building proposed for the North and South Portals, the study proposed that only one

opment Corporation

new building be located in any of the Boulevard of the Allies Sites. There were several reasons for
this. Concerned about the community relations and the perceived threat of institutional encroachment,
representatives of Magee-Women’s hospital wanted to make it clear that they did not intend to build on the
Gulf and Isaly’s sites. Any increase in development would add to the problems of congestion and parking.
It would also likely involve the removal of historic architectural fabric that should be preserved. The
remainder of the planning team’s recommendations thus were directed at improving overall streetscape
conditions along the Boulevard of the Allies.
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design team thus proposes a mid rise building for
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1: Vacate Craft Place between Craft Avenue and the Boulevard of the Allies:
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Building upon the analysis and the design proposals of the Public Corridors of Oakland Study, the planning
team recommends closing Craft Place between Craft Avenue and the Boulevard of the Allies. As this
occurs Hamlet should be widened and turned into a two-way street. These street changes will solve the
problem of too many streets intersecting the Boulevard of the Allies between Hamlet and Craft Avenue.
It will clear up the confusing traffic patterns and inefficient use of space associated with these series of
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intersections. Closing Craft Avenue will free up space for the new open space projects described below.
2. Extend park spaces into Oakland by creating new pocket parks:
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One of the overall strategies for the Boulevard
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streetscape is to turn the Boulevard of the Allies into
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a parkway boulevard and extend the green spaces
���

of Schenley Park into Central Oakland. This will
improve the overall entrance into Oakland along
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the Boulevard of the Allies from Downtown, and
also provide much needed open space to the dense
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neighborhoods of Central and South Oakland. The
Boulevard of the Allies’ diagonal path through the
�
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Oakland street grid creates a number of spaces that
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Hamlet Pocket Park
���

are not suitable for new construction. These leftover
triangular spaces are underutilized and contribute to
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a sense of placelessness in the area.
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The Western Gateway Portal Study proposes creating
two new pocket parks in these interstitial spaces, and
������

making improvements to an existing but underutilized
median wedge. The new park will occur on the
triangle of land formed by the closure of Craft Place
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mentioned above. This new park will become the
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rban Design Context Study

on

��

Zulema and Colthart Pocket Parks

front yard for the Hampton Inn, and provide an
incentive for the facility to make improvements to
the exterior facade. In order to protect the edge of
the park from the noise and traffic of the Boulevard,
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the study recommends reinforcing the edge of this park with fencing and street trees, and occupying and
opening the interior edges to the neighborhood.
Another new triangular garden will be located at the intersection of Zulema and Colthart. It is envisioned
that this stretch of garden will also hold the street edge with fencing, and function more as a flower garden
than an occupiable space
Finally the study recommends reshaping and renovating the wedge of land formed by the intersection of
Zulema and the Boulevard of the Allies. The plot of land has a number of mature and attractive sycamore
���������������

trees. The study proposes making site more accessible and open to occupation. The prominence of the
��������

site makes it a good place for locating a war memorial, or other commemorative marker, in keeping with
the overall identity of the Boulevard of the Allies as memorial parkway.
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3: Provide new street tree plantings along the Boulevard of the Allies:
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Boulevard of the Allies Streetscape
Following the recommendations of the Public Corridors of Oakland study, the planning team recommends
that street trees be planted along the entire length of study area. This helps to define the Boulevard of the

Allies street edge, an urban boulevard. It will also help to fill in the gaps created by the left over triangular
SITE PLAN
Western Gateway Portal • Urban Design Context Study
lotsCorporation
of land. As there are no strong building elements to define the Boulevard, the proposed
wall of street
������������������������������������������
anning & Development
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trees will provide architectural definition to what presently is an undefined, unfriendly, open expanse of
space.
4. New pedestrian crosswalks:
The proposal calls for the development of improved crosswalks at the intersection of the Boulevard of the
Allies and Craft Avenue, and at the intersection of the Boulevard of the Allies at Halket Street. It also
50

calls for the additional study of the feasibility of locating an additional crosswalk at the intersection of the
Boulevard of the Allies at Hamlet Street.
Providing an additional crosswalk at the intersection of Hamlet and the Boulevard of the Allies, is of
particular interest to community members who feel that traffic needs to be calmed as it enters the
neighborhood. Hamlet is a logical crossing point as it links the Craft Avenue corridor back to the Oakcliffe
Neighborhood. While the traffic consultants have reviewed this situation and contend that the close
spacing of the traffic lights would create traffic queuing problems, the study feels that there are potential
benefits of an additional crosswalk, and that the situation be studied further.
5. Create new planted median along the Boulevard of the Allies:
The planning team also recommends the implementation of a new, planted parkway median in the center
of the Boulevard of the Allies. This will reinforce the parkway concept, and improve traffic safety by
reducing traffic glare from oncoming traffic, and limiting the points of access onto the Boulevard of the
Allies. The center median also would serve as a traffic-calming agent. Finally, it would help to improve
pedestrian safety, by creating safety islands for individuals to cross.
6. Develop new office space and housing on the Peugeot dealership site:
The study team proposes developing one new
building along the Boulevard of the Allies on the site
of the former Peugeot dealership. Currently in the
process of changing owners, the site contains a twostory building that will be demolished for the new
building construction. As the previous owner illegally
disposed of wastes on the site, there are a number of
environmental issues that will need to be addressed
in the new development project.
The new building four-story brick and curtainwall building will contain a mix of uses; there will be two
levels on parking inside the building. The garage will be devoted to parking. The first floor will contain
parking and a glassy retail/restaurant space that faces the Boulevard of the Allies. The upper floors will
contain offices and a small component of upper income housing. These housing units are planned for the
rear of the building, and are meant to feel like townhouses. The project’s housing component is vital for
community support for the project. Providing over 100,000 of gross square footage, the owner hopes to
attract an institutional client for the building.
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IV. Implementation Approaches
1. Phasing Strategy:
1. Demolish UPMC Warehouse, 3 private residences, Stuckert Garage.
2. Develop new street connecting McDevitt Place and Robinson.
3. Relocate utilities under this street.
4. Develop first stage of garage construction.
5. First new building to be built at the corner of McDevitt Street and Forbes Avenue.
6. Move occupants of Sound Capital Building, and existing Lamar HQ into new building, demolish
these buildings.
7. Develop new buildings along Fifth Avenue for Lamar, Sound Capital.
8. Relocate occupants of dialysis facility, demolish building.
9. Build new parking structure to mirror first parking structure, and new building on Craft Avenue.
10. Build new high-rise block along the Boulevard of the Allies. This phase can happen
independently of other sequencing.
11. New development on the South Portal can occur any time.
2. Develop Partnership Strategy:
Gateway Portal Implementation Plan
Realization of the plan of the gateway site should occur via a development partnership that includes current property owners, partners in the portal study, and financiers willing to bring the financial resources
to make a successful project. This acknowledges that no current owner or partner in the analysis has the
resources and/ or site control to affect the large-scale changes necessary to make the full-build of the
proposed development a reality. If a sufficient number of owners do not participate in the partnership, it
will not be possible to develop the larger floor plates with associated parking that will make the project a
success.
With many legal and ownership hurdles still to cross, the development partnership would be a limited liability corporation where interested financiers could purchase “shares” of the development. Current owners
would receive shares at the established value of the property, active leases, etc. Other parties could invest
in the project. Using initial investments, the LLC would hire a developer such as Oxford Development to
raise additional capital, manage architectural, engineering, permitting, construction, and leasing of the
project. Partners would receive returns on their investment based on percentage ownership of the entire
development project. Key in the establishment of the partnership would be mechanisms and processes for
decision making that guide land use, phasing, design, and property management that lead to a high quality, profitable real estate development.
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3. Implementation Tasks/ Next Steps

The following tasks should be considered to support the ongoing elaboration of the plan
and to build consensus with stakeholders:
Informal review of Plan with the Planning Commission and Design Review
Committee.
Develop agreement on outdoor advertising scope/location. Depending on
landowner involvement, the location and configuration of outdoor advertising will
require further study.
Preparation of work for detailed traffic studies and coordination with Port
Authority.
Explore development partnership options. OPDC would act as the agent to
organize the partnership(s)and invest the first seed money.
Consider impact of Lamar Site sale.
Review design concepts and data (geotechnical and survey) developed by Lamar.
Further develop and review details of Garage Interface at Lamar/Buncher property
lines.
Review/test high end automobile dealership/mixed use garage concept.
Consider reuse of National Register quality structures.
Update PennDOT Portal Bridge reconstruction design, right of way development
and service access.
Develop a detailed construction sequence and schedule review.
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4. Project Development Budget (see summaries on following pages)
The following budgets have been developed according to the full plan envisioned in this
document. The detail sheets indicate each parcel and sequence of construction. The
budget reflects each itemized area as independent projects.
The projected construction budgets reflect the design and programmtic goals outlined in
this report. The costs for building types such as laboratories or hospitality building types
tend to be significantly higher when compared to speculative office structures. Likewise,
the topography and complexity of the existing site will also lead to higher than normal
development costs. These costs are not unusual for dense urban sites in Oakland.
The parking structures also reflect a high cost per auto, due to the topography and the
goal to use the top of the structure for landscaped public open space.
Because the site is complex, coordination of work between the Lamar property and the
Buncher property for example, could result in significant savings in foundations and site
development costs.
It should be noted that the development budgets do not include project “soft costs”
for professional fees, contingencies or costs for marketing and tenant improvements.
In describing the complete project cost for a project, it is not unreasonable to add an
additional 20% to the construction and aquisition costs.
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